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ABSTRACT: Transition metal doped graphene is evaluated as drug delivery system for methotrexate (MTX) 

which belongs to anti-metabolic class of anticancer drugs. This study was carried out to evaluate therapeutic 

potentials of transition metal (TM) doped graphene as a drug delivery system for methotrexate (MTX) to treat 

cancer. To explore the effectiveness of TM doped graphene as a drug delivery system, its electronic, geometric and 

excited state properties were evaluated. The presence and nature of weak interaction forces between TM doped 

graphene and MTX were illustrated through non-covalent interaction (NCI) analysis. These forces are typically 

helpful for the easy drug offloading at the target. Frontier molecular orbital analysis exposed that charge was shifted 

from TM doped graphene to MTX through Co atoms present in TM doped graphene throughout excitation from 

HOMO to LUMO. Charge decomposition analysis (CDA) further supplemented the charge transfer from carrier to 

drug. It was shown that λmax for MTX-TM doped graphene complex was red shifted by 393 nm. The change in 

stabilization energies of natural bonding orbitals was observed through NBO analysis. The significant therapeutic 

potential of TM-doped graphene as a drug delivery system was confirmed during this study. And this study shall 

motivate the exploration of other 2D in drug delivery applications. 

Keywords: Drug Delivery, Complex Formation, Doping Phenomena. 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 
Extensive research over the past few decades has resulted not only in the design of new anticancer 

drugs but also new approaches and techniques to deliver the drugs to the active site are realized. Although 

many anti-cancer drugs are available now a days, but the major issue is the non-selectivity of drugs for 

cancerous cells which results in damage to healthier cells/tissues  (toxicity of the drugs) [1]. For this 

purpose, the role of anti-cancer drug carrier is quite vital [2]. Several carriers have been designed to carry 

the drugs towards the specific target to overcome the side effects of drugs. In this time of need, 

nanotechnology has opened up new avenues for the targeted delivery of anti-cancer drugs [3]. Nano 

structures are being developed to take the drug to a specific target, where the tumor is present. Nano-

structured drug carriers are advantageous due to their incredible small size, which helps them to penetrate 

through biological barriers and biological membranes [4]. These carriers also help to increase the life span 

of the drugs, which is quite advantageous [5]. Increased life span of drug results in intake of small 

amounts of drug which in turn decreases the toxicity [6]. 

The focus on targeted drug release initiated right after the discovery of the nano-structures such as 

nanotubes and fullerenes [7]. Fullerenes and the functionalized carbon nanotubes have been used to 

deliver the drug towards specific targets [5, 8]. The two dimensional nano-materials such as graphene [9], 

tungsten diselenide (WSe2) [9], molybdenum disulfide (MoS2) [10], bismuth selenide (Bi2Se3) [11] and 

hexagonal boronitride (h-BN) [12] have also been used because of their better physio-chemical properties. 

This study can be used for designing the sober candidates which can deliver the drugs having good 

biocompatibility and low toxicity [13]. Because of high vicinity [14], the presence of metal in graphene 

creates a point where the drug attaches with the carrier without embedding the drug on the carrier. 

Moreover, doping the graphene with metal modifies its properties to make it more sophisticated as a drug 

delivery system. 
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In this study, we explore the potential of transition metal TM doped graphene as drug delivery 

system for methotrexate. For this purpose, cobalt (Co) metal is chosen as dopant for graphene mainly due 

to human friendly nature of cobalt. Cobalt is an essential constituent of several biologically important 

molecules such as cobalt is the part of vitamin B12 [15], which is essential vitamin in several functions in 

human body such as slow aging, concentration, energy, the immune system and the mental function [16]. 

Different parameters govern the properties of drug-carrier complex such as binding energy, energy band 

gap, Van der Waals forces, hydrogen bonding etc, which were illustrated through several analyses such as 

charge decomposition analysis (CDA), non-covalent interaction (NCI) , natural bonding orbital NBO 

analysis, density of states (DOS), electron localization function (ELF). Although, generally the most 

dominant factor in this investigation is, the design and modification of carrier to accommodate the drug 

which was mentioned before. MTX belongs to antimetabolites class of anticancer drugs and is a low cost 

commonly available drug with less side effects on human body as compared to other anticancer drugs 

[17],. MTX is used to treat several types of cancer and for controlling of rheumatoid arthritis (RA) or 

psoriasis which does not respond to other handling treatments [18]. Side effects of MTX involves 

vomiting, nausea, stomach pain, dizziness and drowsiness [19]. There are lesser chances of temporary hair 

loss, but if such thing happens, normal hair growth process starts after the end of treatment. For this 

reason, nano-carriers are being developed to carry the limited amount of drug towards the tumor sites to 

prevent the side effects of the drug [20]. Here in, the potential of TM doped graphene in the delivery of 

drug, such as MTX is investigated thoroughly with density functional theory (DFT) and TD-DFT. The 

method of drug action involves in the dealings with deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA). 

 

1.1. Computational Details 
All the calculations were carried out by using density functional theory (DFT) [21] with Gaussian 

09 software package [22]. The optimization of geometries of drug, carrier and complex was performed by 

using B3LYP functional with 6-31 G basis set [23]. In order to get most stable geometry of complex, 

several orientations of MTX on TM-doped graphene were considered. The excitation energies and 

maximum absorption wavelength (λmax)  was calculated by using same level of theory, while other 

important parameters including dipole moment, chemical hardness (η), chemical potential (μ) and global 

electrophilicity index (ω) were also calculated for MTX, TM-doped graphene and complex in ground 

state. Electron-density images were plotted through ELF to observe the change in electron density of 

complex after formation [24]. 

The energy level contribution of the components in complex formation and ligand field splitting for 

MTX, TM-doped graphene and the complex was analyzed charge decomposition (CDA) analysis [25]. In 

order to analyze the intermolecular interactions, NBO analysis was carried out. NBO particularly 

highlights the transfer of charge between the constituents of the complex such as carrier to drug, drug to 

carrier and within the carrier [26]. The UV-vis analysis of MTX, TM-doped graphene and the complex 

was carried out in gaseous phase to obtain the spectra. The non-covalent interaction (NCI) analysis was 

carried out with same level of theory as mentioned before. 

 

2. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
The geometry obtained after optimization process of TM-doped graphene and MTX-TM-doped 

graphene complex is shown in figure below. After being optimized, the structure evidently expresses that 

the MTX molecule combines with TM-doped graphene via interaction between two cobalt atoms of 

carrier and one carbon atom and one nitrogen atom of MTX simultaneously at distances 2.11 Å in Co-N 

and 2.2276 Å in Co-C. Other available protons do not take part in this reaction because of metal doped in 

carrier, which makes space for two interactions. From the fact that metal possesses better donation of 

electrons, Co provides vacancy for the N and aromatic C atoms. The dipole moment of TM-doped 

graphene, obtained after optimization, was 2.52 D, which surprisingly increased to 9.53 D after the 

establishment of complex. In this complex, this intensification in dipole moment is very fruitful to be 

more soluble in polar solvents such as H2O (a common and universal solvent). Increase in dipole moment 

enhances the hydrophilicity of the complex and helps the complex to reach its destination in living 

systems without much hinderance. 
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Figure 1. The geometries of TM-doped graphene and complex, respectively 

 
Source: The Author 

 

Table 1. Energies of HOMO (EHOMO) and LUMO (ELUMO), energy band gap (Eg), chemical potential (μ), dipole 

moment, chemical softness (s), global electrophilicity index (ω) and chemical hardness (η) of drug, carrier and 

complex 

 EHOMO ELUMO Eg 

(eV) 

λmax 

(nm) 

μ 

(eV) 

dipole 

moment 

s 

(eV
-1

) 

ω 

(eV) 

η 

(eV) 

TM-doped 

graphene 

-4.08 -2.94 1.14 1518 -3.51 2.52 1.76 7.35 0.57 

MTX -5.45 -1.84 3.61 281 -3.64 1.35 0.55 21.72 1.80 

Complex -3.62 -3.17 0.46 1125 -3.39 9.53 4.36 50.29 0.22 

Source: The Author 

 

The study of the frontier molecular orbitals such HOMO and LUMO convey beneficial data about 

any molecule’s reactivity [27]. The difference in HOMO and LUMO energies (Eg) plays a significant role 

to comprehend the chemical reactivity and kinetic stability. It is kind of a proportional function between 

energy band gap and stability, for example, if the band gap in a molecule has higher value then the 

molecule will be less polarizable and shows high kinetic stability and low chemical reactivity (hard 

molecule).But our complex possesses less H-L band gap energy, which shows that our complex is not 

hard molecule. The HOMO and LUMO of MTX, TM-doped graphene and complex are made known in 

figure 2. The HOMO is distributed along the central part  of MTX while LUMO occupies the more 

conjugated side of MTX. But in the case of complex, HOMO is distributed only on carrier mainly due to 

extended conjugation. LUMO does not completely shifts to MTX because of limited interaction region 

and conjugation present in carrier. More details are given in the table 1 such as EHOMO, ELUMO and Eg etc. 

TM-doped graphene possesses band gap of 1.14 eV having the constituent energies of HOMO and 

LUMO, -4.08 eV and -2.94 eV respectively. The H-L gap of MTX-TM doped graphene is 0.46 eV where 

the energies of HOMO and LUMO are -3.62 and -3.17 eV respectively.  the energies of HOMO and 

LUMO of TM doped graphene are -4.08 and -2.94 respectively, which shows that complex the enrgy of 

excitation for the complex is red shifted.. Furthermore, this much lesser  H-L band gapis might be caused 

by the presence of metal in the carrier and the extent of conjugation within the carrier. Another reason for 

this surprisingly little band gap energy of complex is that TM-doped graphene has a specific site for the 

accusation of bonding with the MTX molecule and by happening of this phenomena, carrier allows the Co 

metal to get bonded with MTX without disturbing the electronic state of carrier. Also, the combined band 

energies and gaps contribute towards the favorable decrease in band gap of complex.  

There is much more to be understood about the properties of our complex. Starting from the 

chemical potential.Chemical potential of any molecules is its ability for being reactive, as the higher 

chemical potential rages the molecule to react for any change, while in our complex, the low chemical 

potentials of MTX (-3.64 eV) and TM-doped graphene (-3.51 eV) make the complex quite stable with the 

chemical potential of -3.39 eV. The next property rising from the table 1 is dipole moment, the dipole 

moment of any molecule identifies the molecule’s solubility and in this study, our complex has a dipole 

moment (9.53) which is quite above the dipole moments of drug (1.35) and carrier (2.52). It means the 

complex is more favorable for its removal from the body without being a burden on living immune 

system. 
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Figure 2. Dimensional Representation of HOMO and LUMO of MTX and complex of MTX with TM-doped 

graphene. 

 
          Source: The Author 
 

Describing about the chemical hardness/softness (η/s) of the complex gives a comprehensive 

information about the electron transfer in complex and stability of complex. The complex shows more 

softness (4.36 eV
-1

) than the drug (0.55 eV
-1

) and carrier (1.76 eV
-1

) separated, this softness value makes 

the complex somewhat more flexible and also low hardness values of complex (0.22 eV), MTX (1.80 eV) 

and TM-doped graphene (0.57 eV) values confirm previous statement making the complex more 

polarizable and gaining a low charge state. Furthermore, these low values of hardness are also a brief 

explanation for the lower band gap energy of complex as hardness and band gap energy are proportional. 

The final property mentioned in the table 1 is global electrophilicity index (ω), which is a parameter for 

checking the stability of the molecule in case molecule gains supplementary charge from nearby 

environment. The values of chemical potentials shown by carrier (7.35), drug (21.72) and drug-carrier 

complex (50.29) pay contributions towards the lower band gap of complex. 
 

2.1. Spectral Analysis 
The absorption spectrum of TM-doped graphene, MTX and complex are given in figure 3. The 

maximum absorptions of MTX, TM-doped graphene and complex is observed at wavelengths 281 nm, 

1518 nm, 1125 nm, respectively. Extensive conjugation has dragged our carrier towards higher 

wavelength (IR region), and our complex also shows absorbance in higher wavelength. The clear 

difference of λmax between carrier and complex can be seen after the complex formation and shifting of 

charge between the drug and carrier. The noticeable detection of complex cane be observed via fourier 

transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR). 
 

Figure 3. the absorption spectrum of MTX, TM-doped graphene and complex 

CDA Analysis 

 
                                        Source: The Author 
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And also sketches the line to study charge donation by the carrier’s occupied energy orbitals to 

unoccupied orbitals of the drug, back donation by intermixing of occupied orbitals of drug and 

unoccupied orbitals of carrier and charge diminution by overlap of occupied orbitals of both carrier and 

drug [28], as shown in figure 4. It can be seen that the charge donation by the TM-doped graphene is in 

extent while MTX has limited number of back donations, which is evaluated in the energy diagram of 

HOMO and LUMO complex as shown in figure 2. The limited number of back donations from MTX is an 

interpretation of shifting of LUMO from TM-doped graphene to a specific region in MTX, which is 

caused by the presence of Co and conjugation in TM-doped graphene. The charge overlaps in that region 

to satisfy the formation of new bond between two Co atoms of carrier and one N and one aromatic C or 

MTX. 
 

Figure 4. charge decomposition analysis of the complex, by contribution of orbitals of MTX and TM-doped 

graphene 

 
                                          Source: The Author 
 

2.2. Density of States 
This analysis conveys data about the HOMO and LUMO energies for each constituent of the 

complex and of complex itself in a single diagram for better comparison of orbital energies which 

contribute in the formation of complex. In figure 5, it can be seen that the relative intensities of TM-doped 

graphene and MTX combined to pass the complex to higher relative intensity, which means more 

conjugation in the complex results in high value of relative intensity. This high relative intensity of 

complex makes more states for occupation in that energy level. The relative intensities with occupation 

level of MTX, TM-doped graphene and complex are shown in figure 5. 
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Figure 5. Density of states analysis diagram of MTX, TM-doped graphene and the complex 

 
                     Source: The Author 

 

2.3. Electron Localization Function 
Electron localization function (ELF) is highlighted by name which makes an understanding about 

probability of finding location of electrons and this function provide a clear electron density map [29]. We 

used this analysis to examine the electron map in TM-doped graphene before and after the formation of 

complex with MTX.  

 
Figure 6. ELF analysis of TM-doped graphene (a) before and (b) after the formation of complex 

 
       Source: The Author 
 

The red colour in the diagram shows the maximum probability of delocalized electron presence in 

specific region of molecule, such as regions closed to boundary of molecule show more population of 

delocalized electrons. this delocalization decreases for the reason that population of electrons increases 

near the center and repulsion between the electrons makes the electrons packed tightly. Presence of Co 

atoms in the center which bounds the nearby electrons to a specific region. The difference appears in part 

(a) and (b) of figure 6 with the addition of MTX molecule on TM-doped graphene. It can be observed that 

electron density has been shifted towards the interaction point where the MTX and TM-doped graphene 

get closer enough and formation of new bonds takes place. More localization of electrons in (b) part as 

compared to (a) part is an evidence of an reasonable interaction between the carrier and drug. Further 

information collected after this analysis predicts the regional bond strength within the molecule such as 

the atoms near the boundary are bonded strongly while central region bonding is weaker than outer region 

which is favorable condition for easy drug release towards the target. 
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2.4. NCI 
The chemistry behind the reaction, in which the compounds consisting of two or more than two 

molecules is precisely investigated through analysis of non-covalent interactions [30]. For this purpose, 

NCI analysis turns to be a better option to occupy the data about hydrogen bonding, wan der Waals forces 

and steric hinderance within a system to enhance the information about molecular stabilization in small or 

big molecules. NCI analysis graph compiles information about favorable interactions (left side of graph), 

non-favorable interaction (right side of graph) and existence od Van der Waals interaction (around central 

region of graph). The graph given below shows less covered are on left side and more on right side, which 

means TM-doped graphene has limited and fixed point of interaction with MTX and that point is 

generated by Cobalt atoms doped in graphene. The region around zero has a significant area and shows 

that Van der Waals forces are present in complex. Less area of interaction and presence of Van der Waals, 

both conditions have advantage in drug delivery. 

 
Figure 7. Resultant graph of NCI analysis, carried out to reveal the nature of interaction between MTX and TM-

doped graphene to form complex. 

 
         Source: The Author 
 

The doted concentration in the graph shows electron density appearing in the complex. Electron 

density is in high quantity on right side of graph (from 0.01 a.u. to 0.05 a.u.) is high because of hydrogen 

bonding and excess of conjugation in our carrier. While lesser density (from -0.01 a.u. to -0.07 a.u.) on 

left side shows interaction among less number of atoms in complex as the electron density is in low 

quantity. NCI analysis explains the shifting of charge from HOMO to LUMO as seen in figure 1. Presence 

of metal in carrier, sinks the interaction area and delocalization of electrons within the carrier do not let 

the charge to shift to MTX, but the presence of Van der Waals forces is a favorable factor which clarifies 

the ability of TM-doped grapheme in drug delivery system. As MTX is attached with only Cobalt atoms, 

so the better drug release can be expected. 

 

2.5. NBO 
Natural bonding orbitals analysis is based upon the technique to attain the localized form, optimally 

transformed from a given wave function, conforming to one center lone pair (LP) and two centered bonds 

(BD) elements of Lewis structure. The input file of this analysis contains transformation through natural 

atomic orbitals (NAOs) and natural hybrid orbitals (NHOs) into the NBOs. The obtained NBOs in this 

way, resembles to extensively used Lewis form, in which the lone pairs and double center bonds are 

localized [31]. 

This analysis is performed to understand the total possible interactions filled Lewis NBOs (donor) 

and empty Lewis NBOs (accepters) and to determine their importance by means of energy through second 
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order perturbation theory. These interactions proceed to endowment of occupancy from localized orbitals 

to empty non-Lewis orbitals, and this phenomena is referred as delocalization. The stabilization energy 

(E2) for each donor NBO (i) and accepter NBO (j) is estimated and associated as 2e-stabilization. The 

orbitals with high E2 values contribute extensively in the strong stabilization in the complex. The table 2 

given below, occupies the interacting orbitals, their energy difference and off-diagonal NBO Fock matrix, 

while keeping the printing threshold 0.50 kcal/mol and 0.05 kcal/mol of interaction threshold. 

 
Table 2. NBO energy shift interconversion 

Donor NBO (i) Accepter NBO (j) E (2) 

Kcal/mol 

E(j)-E(i) 

a.u. 

F(i,j) 

a.u. 

LP (3) Co93 BD* (2) C107 - C113 11.72 0.15 0.040 

LP (3) Co94 BD* (2) C107 - C113 3.85 0.15 0.023 

Source: The Author 

 
Table 2a. NBO energy shift from carrier to drug. 

Donor NBO (i) Accepter NBO (j) E (2) 

Kcal/mol 

E(j)-E(i) 

a.u. 

F(i,j) 

a.u. 

BD (1) C105 - N106 LP* (5) Co94 6.01 0.86 0.065 

BD (1) N106 - C107 LP* (5) Co94 10.58 0.95 0.091 

BD (1) C 107 - C109 LP* (5) Co94 4.22 0.88 0.055 

BD (1) C107 - C113 LP* (4) Co93 8.86 0.88 0.080 

BD (1) C112 - C113 LP* (4) Co93 5.49 0.87 0.063 

BD (1) C113 - H143 LP* (4) Co93 10.82 0.71 0.079 

CR (1) N106 LP* (5) Co94 4.19 14.38 0.225 

CR (1) C107 LP* (5) Co94 3.48 10.27 0.173 

CR (1) C113 LP* (4) Co93 4.77 10.24 0.202 

LP (1) N106 LP* (5) Co94 10.96 0.50 0.069 

LP (1) N106 BD* (1) C5 - Co94 13.76 0.45 0.071 

Source: The Author 

 
Table 2b. NBO energy shift from drug to carrier 

Donor NBO (i) Accepter NBO (j) E (2) 

Before 

E(2) 

After 

BD (2)  C1 – C7         BD* (2) C18 – C19 10.94 17.42 

CR (3) Co93 LP* (4) Co94 10.58 29.76 

BD* (1) C5 - Co94 BD*(1) Co93 - Co94 10.25 48.71 

BD* (1) C8 - Co93 BD* (1) Co93 - Co94 9.14 47.06 

BD (2) C64 - C65 BD* (2) C66 - C67 13.81 21.23 

BD* (2) C36 - C37 BD* (2) C38 - C39 10.71 132.61 

BD (2) C38 - C39 BD* (2) C40 - C41 10.25 16.78 

BD* (1) C8 - Co93 BD* (1) Co93 - Co94 9.14 47.06 

BD* (2) C40 - C41 BD* (2) C38 - C39 72.14 176.94 

Source: The Author 

  

Above tables convey the information about the overall possible interactions within TM-doped 

graphene before and after the formation of complex with MTX. The given analysis data conforms to the 

orbitals, which take part in stability complex. Low E2 values are not added in the tables 2a and 2b because 

the desired information is gained by change in the energies does not require the low stabilization energy 

contributing orbitals. It can be seen clearly that the stabilization energies are increased in table 2b, leading 

the complex towards stability tops and the also it can be observed that high stabilization energy of 

interacting orbitals possesses low energy difference between the donor NBOs and acceptor NBOs. The 

results predict the better drug transportation via TM-doped graphene and due to overall stability of 

complex and low charge transfer from HOMO to LUMO indicate that the carrier has capability of 

carrying the MTX towards specific site of action and releasing it easily. 

 

3. CONCLUSION 
This investigation carried out to get information about the theraputic capabilities of TM-doped 

graphene as a drug carrier using the drug MTX. The geometric and electronic properties are evaluated to 

explore the efficiancy of TM-doped graphene by examining these properties in MTX, TM-doped 
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graphene and the complex formed by the interaction between carrier and drug. The formed complex is 

result of weak interaction between two Co atoms of carrier and N and aromatic C atoms of MTX. The 

complex has dipole moment, which indicates the better solubility of complex in water. The interaction 

nature of bonding between the drug and carrier within the complex, is summerized by NCI analysis. NCI 

analysis tells about the presence of Van der Waals forces between drug and carrier and these weak froces 

are in favor of informal drug release towards the action target. The HOMO of complex relies on carrier 

while the LUMO does not completely shifts to MTX for the reason that carrier has extensive conjugation 

and has a specific point of interaction by keeping the Co atoms to get joined with MTX. Further more, this 

phenomena is explained by charge decomposition analysis (CDA), which shows the overall charge 

donations, back donation and charge dimunition in orbitals resonsible for carrier-drug attachment. The 

energy values in NBO show the transfer of charge from carrier to drug and drug to carrier and leads 

towards stabilization of overall complex. At last, TM-doped graphene has ability to carry and release drug 

at specific target without losing the charge by an expected feasible order. 
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